air in which they occur moves slowly northwestward from the Gulf of Mexico.
A peculiarity of these storms over the coastal plain of Southern California is
their comparatively weak vertical development, although this is, of course,
strongly marked over the higher mountains. Another source of late summer
thunderstorms is found in tropical disturbances, the effects of which sometimes
reach Southern California from the south.
Abstracts, Durham Meeting, June 26
(The series of papers on New England climate will be published in future
issues of the B U L L E T I N ) .
T h e M i c r o s t r u c t u r e of C l o u d s
A . C. BEMIS
Institute of Technology, Cambridge

Massachusetts

This paper is a brief report on the partial analysis of observations which
for the past four years have been made within clouds at the summit of Mt.
Washington. At this location the most common nucleus of condensation is
some sulphate, possibly sulphuric acid in droplets of 10~15 grams or less.
Chloride nuclei, presumably particles of sea salt, were found in some cases
within polar Pacific air masses which had traversed the entire continent and
within polar Atlantic air masses. There is generally, though not always, considerably more dissolved matter in the cloud water than the minimum required
to provide each droplet with an hygroscopic nucleus.
Little understood is the process by which rain drops form from cloud particles. Measurements always indicate a range of sizes coexistent in any small
section of a cloud. Just before and just after rain begins within a cloud., we
have observed a marked broadening of this range of sizes. This observation
and theoretical reasoning indicate that raindrops are formed through coalescence of droplets which, because of their different size, have different velocities
of fall. In a small cloud-cap type of cloud the drop size is very small (about
10 microns) and the range of sizes very narrow.
Further analysis of past work, more observations under different conditions, and considerable experimental research are required for a better solution of the many problems.—Abstract.

Forests and Snow

Cover

H . I. BALDWIN
N. Hampshire Forest Exp. Station, Hillsboro, N. H.

Forests intercept snow and prevent it from reaching the ground. This
is especially true early in the winter. Later the forest conserves snow cover
by reducing evaporation or sublimation. Weekly observations for 4 years on
a series of snow stakes under several different forest types and on adjacent
open land in Southern New Hampshire showed that the snow depth in the
forest during December and January was only 30% to 50% that in the open,
while by March the two sites were equalized and from then on the depth
beneath the forest was greater. Young stands intercepted relatively more
and conserved less than older stands. Hardwoods exerted less influence than
conifers; young hardwood sprouts least of all. Snow remained in the forest
one to three weeks longer than in the open.—Abstract.
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S t r u c t u r e of the W e a t h e r o n M o u n t
VICTOR CONRAD
Harvard University

Three year's statistics of the occurrence times of temperature extremes
at Mount Washington Observatory
have been made. One group of extremes is crowded at about the expected times, that is: maxima in the
first hours of afternoon, minima in
the hours at about sunrise. These
extremes may be called "radiation" or
"periodic" extremes. Other frequency
maxima occur in the first and the last
hours of the day. They may be called
"advective" or "nonperiodic" extremes.
Periodic extremes are characteristic
of the majority of days with fair
weather. Non-periodic ones are caused
by advection of cold or warm air
masses. A single episode of the advection process lasts usually much
longer than 24 hours, so that temperature surges of long duration are
produced. The mean solar day cuts
out from these surges an arbitrary
portion which consequently generally
has a rather uniform tendency to
falling or to rising temperature. Now
on the day when an invasion of a cold
air mass first appears, the maximum
generally falls at the beginning of
the day, the minimum at the end, and
vice versa for a warm air invasion.
Because of some complications in the
case of the maximum, the frequencies
of occurrence-times of the minimum
are better suited for statistical discussion.
These statistics give at one stroke
a survey of the average weather
structure of a region. The frequency
of "periodic" extremes is the indicator of the independence of a climate; frequency of nonperiodic extremes, that of dependence of the climate, on conditions in other regions.
For the minimum the following
results were obtained:—
Days with invasion of warm air

Washington

masses are rare in summer and most
frequent in February and March.
The frequency of the invasion of
cold air masses shows a strongly
marked minimum in July. A secondary maximum falls in May and a
high main maximum in October.
R A T I O OF T H E N U M B E R OF D A Y S W I T H
TION
OF C O L D
AIR
OVER T H A T
WITH
AIR.

ADVECWARM

•Published in full, with tables but without diagrams, in Mount Washington Observatory News
Bulletin, No. 9, July, 1941, p. 2-4.
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Only in February and March is the
number of warm air masses greater
than that of cold air masses. In September the ratio of the number of
cold to that of warm air masses,
reaches its maximum. In this month
the probability of an invasion of cold
air is over twice as great as that of
warm air. We get the impression
that the cooling in fall is not continu-

ous but seems to be a quanta-like
process. Portions of invading cold
air represent the quanta.
The rest of the paper hints at the
fact that the long-range forecaster
should be interested in the conditions
revealed by such investigations because the resulting average probabilities may be of use for preparing and
examining the forecasts.—Abstract.

4f Shorter Contributions
T h e H a r v a r d C o n f e r e n c e on the

Sun and Solar-Terrestrial

This was held at the Astronomical
Observatory of Harvard College, June
2 and 3, included several features of
meteorological interest among the 27
papers presented and the discussions.
Prof. H. N. Russell told how sunspots
seemed cooler than the unspotted portion of the solar disk only because convection over these really very hot
spots had forced the gases to such a
height that adiabatic cooling had reduced the temperatures of the effective radiating portions of these ascending gases to only 4000 to 4500°A.
This is similar in a way to the stratosphere of the earth being coldest over
the hottest portion of the globe.
Geomagnetism was shown by Dr. A.
G. McNish to vary both with the daily
short wave radiation received from
the sun and (magnetic storms) with
the occasional bursts of particles that
come to the earth from disturbed
spots. While it is difficult or impossible to relate each magnetic storm to
any particular disturbed spot on the
sun, since it is a matter of hours,
days and possibly even months for
particles to reach the earth,1 there
is, nevertheless, an unquestionable
relation between cycles of solar
disturbances and the course of geomagnetic disturbances and ultraviolet radiation. The 27-day period
of rotation of the sun appears in

Relationships

the magnetic phenomena; so also does
the 11-year sunspot cycle. Dr. McNish said that on the other hand such
meteorological relationships as there
might be were difficult to prove.
Periodicities in solar variation were
discussed by K. F. Guthe and by Dr.
Brian O'Brien for Dr. C. G. Abbot.
The greatest interest centered about
the 7% fall in solar constant from
Mar. 15 to Mar. 23, 1920, and recovery to Mar. 27, during the passage of
a great sunspot group across the center of the sun's disk. While Prof.
Russell maintained there could not
have been such a change in the emission from the sun, Dr. Abbot pointed
to the probability of interception of
the solar rays by clouds of electrified
particles emitted in a cone from the
sunspot. The solar constant was particularly low from Mar. 22 to 25, just
when, as pointed out by C. F. Brooks,
one of the greatest auroras ever known
was taking place (cf. Mon. Weather
Rev., v. 48, p. 379-392, 1920), a phenomenon indicative of an exceptional
quantity of solar "dust" en route from
sun to earth. Dr. Abbot's paper was
a portion of "An important weather
element hitherto generally disregarded" that was published May 27,
1941 (Smithson. Misc. Coll., v. 101,
no. 1, 34 pp.).
XC. N. Anderson.—see note by J. Stokley in
Science, Suppl., p. 13. -Tune 6, 1941.
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